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Abstract
This research was carried out by studying possible renovation of a two-storey detached
multifamily building by using passive solar design options in a cold climate in Borlänge,
Sweden where the heating Degree Days are 4451 (base 20°C).
Borlänge`s housing company, Tunabyggen, plans to renovate the project house located in
the multicultural district, Jakobsgårdarna.
The goal of the thesis was to suggest a redesign of the current building, decrease the
heating energy use, by applying passive solar design and control strategies, in a most
reasonable way. In addition ensure a better thermal comfort for the tenants in the
dwellings.
Literatures have been studied, from which can be inferred that passive design should be a
basic design consideration for all housing constructions, because it has advantages to
ensure thermal comfort, and reduce the energy use.
In addition further savings can be achieved applying different types of control strategies,
from which the house will be more personalized, and better adapted to the user’s needs.
The proposed method is based on simulations by using TRNSYS software.
First a proper building model was set up, which represents the current state of the project
building. Then the thermal insulation and the windows were upgraded, based on today's
building regulations.
The developments of the passive solar options were accomplished in two steps. First of all
the relevant basic passive design elements were considered, then those advantages were
compared to the advantages of applying new conventional thermostat, and shading control
strategies.
The results show that there is significant potential with the different types of passive solar
design; their usage depends primarily on the location of the site as well as the orientation
of the project building.
Applying the control strategies, such as thermostat, and shading control, along the thermal
insulation upgrade, may lead to significant energy savings (around 40 %), by comparison to
the reference building without any upgrade.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this study is to see whether there is a suitable way to increase the thermal
comfort and save energy for heating of a multifamily building; by using all the passive solar
design elements that are suitable for the energy system, in a cold climate.

1.1 Background
The energy efficiency has become more and more important in all aspects of life in the last
decades, just as well as in the building sector. Nowadays the newly built houses have
balanced, healthier indoor thermal comfort, while those using less primary energy for
heating, thanks to the development of the building design and to the newer construction
materials.
Based on the relevant literatures, the building sector is using the 40% of the total global
energy consumption. Within this 76% is spent to comfort control, such as heating,
ventilation and cooling (HVAC) (Oldewurtel et al., 2012). In the European Union (EU),
the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD 2010) has been introduced as a
regulatory initiative to improve the energy performance of the building.
In Sweden there are also a lot of Research and Development (R&D) projects dedicated to
finding adequate options to increase energy efficiency in buildings (Swedish Energy
Agency, online).
There is an option for the improvement of the energy performance of a building by using
passive solar heating and daylighting. Direct gain is most common of all passive solar
heating. All glazed buildings make use of this to some degree. The sun`s rays simply
penetrate the windows, and are absorbed into the interior. The gains are likely to be used,
if the building thermally is massive enough and the heating system is responsive (Boyle
2004).
Designing a new house which is using passive solar energy can be the cheapest way to
decrease the energy consumption, without using complicated mechanical tools like active
solar elements (Kruzner, Cox et al. 2013). Obviously nowadays it’s a basic design step to
orient the house to the south at the beginning of the planning, which is one of the most
fundamental passive design elements (Galloway 2004).
The existing building can be used with passive solar energy, but must follow the passive
design rules during the renewal.

1.1.1 Location of the project building
The existing building on which the project was carried out is located in Borlänge in
Dalarna County; almost in the middle of Sweden. Borlänge is situated roughly 200 km to
north-west from Stockholm, which is the Swedish capital city. The town in 2012, merely
has 50.000 inhabitants (Statistika centralbyrån, online), and a major industrial place, with
large export companies.
Within the town the building is a part of the Jakobsgårdarna complex and located at
Meteorgatan 7. This area was built in the 1970s, and this construction was a part of the
Swedish one-million home-making project. There are approximately 800 homes built in
Jakobsgårdarna, in 5 different style of house (Tunabyggen, online), a service center and
around 30 premises. Figure 1, shows the location of the project building, and its
surroundings (Google Maps, online).
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Figure 1: Satellite view from the project building and its surroundings

1.1.2 Tunabyggen
Stora Tunabyggen AB is a housing company in Borlänge; who offers homes for rental.
They own approximately 6000 homes and 350 commercial properties throughout the city
(Tunabyggen, online). Jakobsgårdarna is also a part of the company`s housing stock and
within this area they offer cheaper homes for lower wage earners.
At the beginning of the project the purpose of this thesis was discussed with this company,
because it would be useful to do a project what is relevant for Tunabyggen`s future plans,
since the reference building is located in Jakobsgårdarna. Their plan is to revitalize the area
in the next 5-10 years to make a safe and secure residential area with good reputation.

1.2 Aims
The aims of the thesis are to find possible ways to decrease the use of energy for heating,
and increase the thermal comfort within the building. This will be done by introducing
relevant passive solar design options and examining different control strategies to the
indoor climate.

1.3 Elements of the passive solar design and the control
strategy
Passive solar design is when the parts (windows, walls, and floors) of a building are made
to collect, store and distribute solar energy in the form of heat, or reject heat in hot,
summer days. Unlike active solar heating systems, it doesn`t involve the use of mechanical
and electrical devices (Doerr, online). The design highly depends from the local climate.
The connection between the passive solar energy and this project is evident
and at the same time an issue. As Kruzner, Cox et al. (2013) pointed out using passive
solar energy can be the least expensive way to decrease the energy consumption of the
building, meanwhile no mechanical work required. By designing a passive solar home,
consideration must be given to local building traditions, national building regulations along
with the climate, - geographical conditions, which are suitable for the actual building area.
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Relevant passive design elements will be discussed beside the control strategies. The
essence is, to use better the passive solar energy, than before the upgrade; to make the
building more effective in the case of energy consumption. Various solar options will be
considerate in this document (Energy.gov, online):
• Orientation:
Extending the building dimensions along the east – west axis, southerly orientation
within 15 °of the daytime living areas. (Ch. 3.1)
•

Zoning:
The floor plan has to be zoned based on the heating needs, where each zone
would have their own thermal properties. (Ch. 3.2.1)

•

Insulation and draught sealing:
This is a vital part of energy efficient buildings. The extra insulation will help to
increase the thermal mass (for storing heat to keep the temperature swing as low as
possible), thereby the comfort of the building will also increase. There is a need for
an airtight building envelope. (Ch. 5.1)

•

Windows:
Choosing tightly constructed one, to reduce air infiltration. There is a need for a
correct U – and g values of it, to reduce heat loss of the building.
Placing windows in the optimal orientation. The right area is on the southern
facades – maximal advantage from passive solar gain. (Ch. 5.2)

•

Shading:
Vertical and horizontal (overhangs) shading devices
Overhangs let the winter sun enter, while the sun during summer is shaded to
reduce overheating. Horizontal shadings don’t cut off the radiation at a lower angle
– vertical shadings can be used during summer at the southern façade and are
essential to use them always at the eastern or western part of the building. (Ch. 5.3)

In addition a control strategy will be applied. It was decided to use control strategies, to
control shadings, thermostat and controlled natural ventilation. (Ch. 5.5) Of course there
is no time to invent a new control strategy for the entire year, but this project is not about
it. The control method will be chosen according to the reference literatures.

1.4 Method
The method is to build up a computer model in TRNSYS and then use it to simulate
different solar options. Thesis have been organized into chapters, these will be described in
detail in the followings.
The benefits of using this method are its simplicity and logic, it is easy to follow step by
step what was made, and for what purpose. This process fits well into the main profile of
TRNSYS system simulation tool. TRNSYS is a complete and extensible simulation
environment for transient simulation of thermal systems including multi-zone buildings
(TRNSYS, online). It`s used mainly to design and simulate buildings (in a realistic way) and
their equipment to; determine energy use, but it is also good to simulate control strategies
for heating.
The first step is a review of the relevant literature in the field, which will give general
background information, along with information on previous studies that have been
completed in the field of passive solar energy utilization, at the northern hemisphere and
3

on the field of control strategies, focusing to the relevant thermostat and shading control
strategies.
The third chapter contains all the important parameters, which are specifying the building
model. The existing building structure and elements will be described, beside the other
important parameters, such as weather conditions, and thermal properties.
Chapter four will contain the simulation of the reference building along the sensitivity
analysis (SA). The goal is to create a computer model, which represents the current state of
the studied building.
In the fifth chapter various solar options will be studied, to see how they influence the
heating demand and the thermal comfort. Afterward control strategies (thermostat and
shading strategies) will be applied for the same reason. The final results of the different
cases will be represented within this chapter.
Chapter six is about the discussion and conclusions. The results of the simulations will be
evaluated, discussed; and compared with the reference model, and the previous studies, to
determine whether the results show significant change in the building`s sensible heating
energy demand, and the indoor thermal comfort.
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2 Literature review
This chapter will discuss relevant literature about conventional control strategies, and
passive solar design. These provide well-founded knowledge that can be useful in cases, if
the available maximal gain needs to reach with the passive solar technology in cold climate.

2.1 Passive solar design
The framework of the passive solar design part is based on three design books, Sustainable
Solar Housing (Hastings and Wall 2007), the Green Building (Bauer, et al. 2007) and Solar
House (Galloway 2004). These books provide guidance comprehensively through the
whole area of the passive design. The goal of these guides is to help designers planning,
improve the use of passive solar energy. These contain several Technical Manuals and
recommendations, which can be useful at specific parts during the simulations. From these
books useful information has been collected related to the proper passive design in cold
climate.
In addition Kruzner et al. (2013) stated that passive solar design strategies are among the
most cost-effective methods to reduce energy use in buildings., but the prevalence of these
strategies in U.S. homes is not well understood. They examined geometric passive solar
design strategies in different existing homes throughout the U.S., and wanted to find
statistically significant trends between the regional climate and the considered passive solar
design. They concluded that there is no major consideration in the design of existing
buildings. Most people like energy saving program, like ENERGY STAR, which is a
government-backed energy efficiency program. So the authors found an area, where
furthermore is possible to save energy in buildings, only the regional climate needs to be
considered in more details, by orientation, roof color or by shading design. According to
this literature, it can be assumed that passive solar design might be cost effective in
Borlänge climate too, only take into account the possible difference in latitude, and apply
the proper passive solar design elements.
There is a Belgian study (Verbeeck and Hens 2005), which discussed about the economic
viability of the retrofitted dwellings. The authors studied the 5 chosen buildings in 2 steps.
First they considered the measures to reduce the net heating demand (such as insulation
and glazing), than these were combined with better heating, and renewable energy system.
The studies are focusing to find the optimal balance between cost and benefit. As a result
they set up a hierarchy of energy-saving measures. On this basis, the most effective and
durable measure is the roof insulation, then the better glazing and façade insulation, and
then the renewable energy systems. They conclude also that depending on the available
budget and the underlying motivation, the implementation of the measures can be spread
over time, as most of it can be applied independently from each other.
On a specific area of solar design (Palmero-Marrero and Oliveira, 2010) have been applied
a general study about the effect of louver shading devices on building energy requirements.
It was evaluated for different latitudes. Their results show that a well-chosen device can
guarantee a comfortable indoor climate. In addition the results has been shown, that the
integration of louver shading devices in the building may lead to significant energy savings,
by comparison building without shadings. The same effect cannot happen in Borlänge
climate, because the building doesn`t have active cooling system, thus there are no cooling
energy savings. Although, the shadings will reduce the overheating in the building, thereby
the thermal comfort will be increasing significantly.
There is another interesting project (Janson 2008), but it`s not a research project, more like
a real full scale construction, in Alingsås, South Sweden. The house had similar conditions,
as the building in Borlänge, but it was rebuilt into a passive standard house. This house is
regarded as a reference building in Sweden, and it has been built by Skanska. Skanska is a
world leading project development and construction group, and it was founded in Sweden.
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The project was a big success, currently the house consumes 120 kWh/m2 less energy than
prior to the redevelopment. Passive solar design also has been applied at the project.
This project mainly built up from passive design measures, therefore this project also
pointed out, that there is a significant potential in the passive solar.
Only in Sweden there are around 400,000 apartments in the similar conditions, which have
been built in the Million Program.
A researcher from the Högskolan Dalarna, Weiss (2012) published a report about the
energy savings potential in existing houses in Dalarna. He has shown that if Dalarna
County would reach the goal of 50 % reduction in the building stock until 2050, all
renovations would need to reduce their primary energy consumption by 80 %, since most
of the houses wouldn`t be renovated. This study pointed out that it is not enough to reach
the same amount of reduction, which is in the regulations. To exceed the 50 % reduction
in primary energy use, probably would need to decrease the domestic hot water and the
electricity use also, along the heating energy use.

2.2 Control strategies
The following literatures are focused on conventional thermostat and shading strategies.
These projects are good examples and provide many solutions on how to decrease the
energy consumption of a building and provide thermal comfort by using control strategies
in various ways.
The optimal shading systems should increase daylight levels while controlling the amount
of excessive sunlight and reducing discomfort and glare for the occupants. Kim, Lim et al.
(2012) confirmed the statement from South Korea. Their study purposes an experimental
configuration of an external device. They examined conventional daylighting devices, and
compared them in terms of energy savings for heating and cooling. As a result they stated
that the external shading device promises are the most efficient performance with various
adjustment of the slat angle, and they also provides better views for occupants.
The expectation is the same during the simulation study. External shadings might be
leading to heating energy use reduction, and would be increasing the thermal comfort.
An interesting study (Moon and Han 2011) was published about the thermostat strategies
impact on energy consumption in residential buildings. In this study diverse thermostat
strategies (change of setback period, change of set-point temperature were tested by using
computer simulation; in a typical USA single-family house, located in two climate zones.
Analysis revealed that heating system has significant energy-consuming components in
each climate, and it have considerable potential for saving, in cold climate zones. The
study result pointed out that in the cold climate in particular, the heating system showed
the most significant energy-saving effect (up to 30 % for heating, - and 23 % for cooling
systems) via proper thermostat strategies. In conclusion, this study also demonstrated the
positive impact of the proper control strategies, which will be applied in the thesis project
building also, because it`s save heating energy without diminishing thermal comfort.
Schiavon and Melikov (2009) explored the theoretical link between the personalized
(supply clean and cool air at low velocity and turbulence direct to the breathing zone of
occupants) supply air temperature control strategy and the energy savings potentials of
personalized ventilation system in cold climate. The result of the study shows that the
energy consumption with personalized ventilation may increase substantially compared to
mixing ventilation alone, if energy savings strategies are not applied. Another result of this
research shows that at 20 °C provided the best supply air temperature control strategy.
The 20 °C is probably low for set temperature during the day in Borlänge climate, but not
in nights, for sleeping. Using this approach can save some energy, meanwhile the comfort
is ensured.
6

In addition Kummert et al. (2001) studied how much extra energy can be saved using
predictive control by an existing building with conventional control strategy. They simulate
optimal heating control in a passive building, in Belgium. It has been shown that energy
savings in the range of 10 % can be achieved using predictive control, while providing
similar thermal comfort. Predictive control models predict the change (e.g. in the weather)
in the dependent variables of the modeled system that will be caused by changes in the
independent variables.
The study described that the potential savings by the predictive control are not in
proportion to the expenses, they must be taken into consideration when designing a
passive house.
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3 Building model
This chapter contains the relevant building properties of the studied building. This data
defines the building itself in the TRNSYS (v.16) simulation software from Transsolar,
which was used for the simulation process.

3.1 Property designation
The reference sample object is a two-storey detached building, which is located in
Jakobsgårdarna, at Meteorgatan 7 a-e. There are five dwellings in the building, each has a
separate entrance on the ground floor. All the dwellings have 86.4 m2 floor areas; therefore
the total area of the building is 432 m2. Twelve tenants are living in the building, but the
distribution of the people in the dwellings is unknown. A 3D model was made by using
Google SketchUp design software, according to the blueprints from AB Stora
Tunabyggen. Thereby easier to visualize the building structure and this model can be
imported to the latest version of TRNSYS software (v.17).

Figure 2: The North-East side of the building
The house is facing North – East (Fig. 2), and has an orientation of 49 º from North
towards East, and the slope of the roof is 8°. The whole building is 30.2 m long and 9.2 m
wide (without the veranda) and the ceiling height is 2.3 m on the first floor. It was also
assumed for the second floor.

3.2 Simulation Studio
This program is part of the TRNSYS simulation software, which can be used from the
design of a project to its simulation. In this particular case a “Building Project (multizone)”
project type was created. After that the assembly panel will appear where the user can
create, modify and run assemblies of models. Here can be seen all the individual
components what are connected to the building and to each other, for this easily can be
added new components from TRNLIB (Libraries of User-written Components for
TRNSYS), or just modifying the existing modules. It`s also important, that the output of
one component might be the input of some other. From this interface can be reach also
the TRNBUILD manager, which reads in and processes a file containing the building
description and generates two files that will be used by the TYPE 56 component during a
TRNSYS simulation (TRNsys, online). TPE56 models the thermal behaviour of a building
divided into different thermal zones.
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3.2.1 Thermal zones
The thermal zoning is used for energy modelling. It represents spaces that might have the
same thermostat setpoint and schedule throughout the day.
To specify the thermal properties of the building it is necessary to split up the spaces;
according to the position within the house. It was decided to split up all dwellings in the
building into three parts. The three dwellings in the middle of the building were grouped
together, due to the same thermal properties and to decrease the number of thermal zones.
Therefore there is a total of nine zones, which specify the building thermal properties.
Three zones are in the northern part of the building, i.e. the living room and the bedroom
room together in each apartment (left room, middle room, right room in the Fig. 3 a-b
below). Six zones are in the southern part of the building, three on the first and three on
the second floor.

Figure 3 a-b: Layout of the building zones on the first, and the second floor

3.2.2 Shading devices
The overheating due to the solar gains through the glazed areas is reduced by shading
devices. Essentially in the blueprints there are no special shading devices, except the
overhanging of the roof construction. In recent years a large scale of shading construction
from wood were added to the southern façade, which are not in the plans.
In the Simulation Studio overhangs (Type 34) and wing walls as shading can be defined.
During the simulation in the TRNSYS it was assumed that the plants around the house are
negligible in terms of shading. This statement is based on on-site observation.
Figure 4 shows how large the added shading structure is. The roof of the shading structure
is made of polycarbonate sheets, and it has a solar transmittance of 80 %.
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Figure 4: Graphical picture from the south-western façade of the building, with the existing shading
structures
Table 1 below, contains the parameters for the overhangs on both (north – south) sides of
the building façade, and also the parameters of the veranda`s fix shading. At the user
interface of the shading component, the parameters of the overhangs and the other
shading devices have to be added like one big window would be on each side of the house,
despite the fact that the windows were defined one by one at the zone settings in
TRNBuild (Fig. 5). In this way just the shadings were defined, not the windows, those are
still separated from each other. To the North – East direction there are two, one for each
floor; while at the South – West direction there is only overhang at the second floor.
Table 1: Parameters for the shading devices in the Simulation Studio
Overhang

Receiver height (h)
Receiver width (b)
Overhang projection (a)
Overhang gap (d)
Overhang left extension (e1)
Overhang right extension (e2)

North –
East
[m]
1.25
23
0.50
0.40
1.70
1.70

South – West
[m]
1.20
11.50
0.50
0.40
0.95
0.95

Figure 5: Overhang figure in TRNSYS
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Veranda
[m]
1.40
15.05
3
0.32
1.50
1.50

3.2.3 Weather data
Borlänge has humid continental climate, with high humidity level and large seasonal
temperature differences. The latitude is 60.48; the longitude is 15.40 and the altitude is 152
m.

Figure 6 a-b: Mean radiation and outside temperature throughout the year
The weather data for the current place (Borlänge) was generated from Meteonorm 6.1 in
.tm2 (typical meteorological year, version 2) format, includes temperature data from 2005
and insolation data from 1981- 2000. The Figure 6a above (to the left) shows in graphical
format the mean radiation (Meteonorm, online), and Figure 6b (to the right) shows the
daily mean (minimum and maximum) outside temperature throughout the year in Borlänge
(Weatherspark, online).

3.3 TRNBuild Manager
All the basic properties of a building in the Simulation Studio can be managed and edited
by using a so-called TRNBuild, built in program. On the user interface of the editor (Type
56 – Building Model), all the properties of a building can be modified; such as essential
things, like the thermal properties or window and wall type managers individually for each
zone; that will be listed in this chapter.
The values of the features can be defined in 3 different ways. As a constant value, as an
input; in this case the value will be defined not in the TRNBuild, rather on the interface of
the Simulation Studio with a component. The third way is to define the value with an own
determined schedule.

3.3.1 Initial values
The first data that is necessary to put into the program is the Initial Values.
These are the initial zone temperatures, what 20 º C is in this case, and the initial relative
air humidity, what was assumed to be 50 %.

3.3.2 Internal gains
The internal gains from the inhabitants were assumed according to EN ISO 7730 standard
(ISO 7730. 2005), which means the heat dissipation to the surroundings is 150 Watt per
person, if the degree of activity – seated, light work, typing:
• Sensible heat: 75 W/person
• Latent heat: 75 W/person
Since there are officially 12 inhabitants of the building and it has 5 apartments, it was
assumed that in every flat there are 3 people living. This assumption was made to simplify
the calculations and because it occurs that more people living in the flats. To determine the
occupancy of the building, 2 different schedules were made, one for the weekdays and one
for the weekends.
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In general these two periods represent a typical human habit, which means that during the
mealtime kitchen is occupant, in turn during the night bedrooms are occupant. During the
weekdays kids are going to school, so after 8 o`clock occupancy is less in the morning and
they are coming back early in the afternoon, and so on, so the schedule built up from usual
activities. In addition these values indicate high occupancy, because the employment in this
area is relatively low, compared to the Swedish average.
These 2 types of schedule were made up by the author, according to the previously
mentioned assumption.

Figure 7: Occupancy profile for the weekdays within the building in each flat.

Figure 8: Occupancy profile for the weekends within the building in each flat.
In Figure 7 and 8 above, you can see the assumed distribution of the inhabitants in the
different thermal zones, broke down by the hours of the day inside one flat. Bedroom
represents the zones which are located in the northern part of the building, on the first
floor, Kitchen the zones which are on the southern part, and the Living room, which are
located on the second floor. These schedules were assigned to each thermal zone within
the TRNBuild.
The other type of internal gain is coming from the electricity usage. Simplified it means
that when the light bulb is operating, it’s not only providing lighting, but also emits heat
during operation. The electricity consumption in the flats is 24 kWh/m2 yearly, this data is
based on the received data from AB Stora Tunabyggen.
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The assumption is, that 58% of this electric energy (13.92 kWh/m2), remain inside the
building as thermal energy and this is the namely electric gains, according to an Austrian
study published in 2007 (Haller and Heimrath 2007). This type of schedule was determined
as an input with external text file, on the interface of the Simulation Studio.

3.3.3 Ventilation
The natural air change rate of 0.5 is assumed as a starting data to the existing building. It`s
a good compromise at the beginning, because it`s a general value for buildings.
The ventilation was simulated with Type 2 component in TRNSYS; this was assigned to
every thermal zone in the building.
During the summer time an additional free driven night ventilation mode was
implemented to reduce the air temperature within the house.
This ventilation mode is activated if the following conditions are fulfilled:
• The time between 15:00 and 8:00
• Daily average temperature is above 12 ºC
• Room temperature is above 24 ºC
• Ambient temperature is at least 2 K below the actually room temperature.
This free driven tilted window ventilation is simulated with Type 358 component; that was
implemented; based on the method from Weber (1997) using a simple Bernoulli approach.
The air change rate through the windows is calculated depending on the temperature
difference between the room and ambient temperature, the geometry of the window and
the window opening tilt angle. This method was implemented in each section of the house
and the used window opening tilt was 10 degree.

3.3.4 Heating system
Basically the current building is heated with district heating by the Borlänge Energi utility
company. Cooling system cannot be found in the building.
At the beginning of the simulation the existing heating systems features were determined
and simulated with the software.
The author made an assumption for the initial set point temperature, since there was no
available data from the utility company to the current heating systems set point
temperature. Inasmuch as the determined minimum temperature to the humans is 19.5 °C
(rule of thumb), what`s still comfortable, and during the summer there is no need to heat
the building; at least in July; that`s why it was decided to use constant 20 °C set point
temperature as an initial value. Set temperature means, that the heating system does not
allow dropping the temperature in the zones- in this case- below 20 °C.

3.3.5 Thermal comfort
According to the British Standard BS EN ISO 7730 (2005), thermal comfort is the
conditions of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment, so the term
describes a person`s psychological state of mind. It`s difficult to define because of the
wide range of environmental and personal factors when deciding what will make people
feel comfortable. There are personal and environmental factors.
The most common used indicator of thermal comfort is the air temperature. The
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE,
online) defined a comfort range for indoor climate: 20 – 23.5 °C during the winter and 23
– 26 °C during the summer period.
The metabolic rate (the amount of energy used in a certain period) was assumed according
to EN ISO 7730, like the internal gain from the persons, so it can be the same activity
level, i.e. seated, light work what is equal with 1.2 [met]. Met is the measurement unit of
metabolic rate and 1met is equal with 58 [W/m2] of body surface. Another factor what
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matters is the relative air velocity, what is the air movement in the rooms, this remained
the same i.e. 0.1 [m/s] what is the default value.

3.3.6 Wall construction
The elements of the building envelope are coming from the blueprints, and Table 2 is
showing the various materials, layer thicknesses and energy performance data. These kinds
of materials were chosen from the Wall type manager in the TRNBuild software.
These products properties are not exactly the same as the plans, because TRNSYS has a
newer material database.
Table 2: Construction of building elements for the house
assembly
Outer
wall
∑
Ground
floor
∑
Roof

∑
Internal
floor

∑
Internal
wall

∑

layer
[kg/m 3 ]
GypsumPlaster
Mineral wool
Particleboard
Enkelfasspont
Floor
Silence
Concrete
Insulation
GypsumPlaster
Plywood
Mineral wool
Wood
Slate
Floor
Particleboard
Steel
Mineral wool
GypsumPlaster
GypsumPlaster
Mineral wool
GypsumPlaster
Air layer
GypsumPlaster
Mineral wool
GypsumPlaster

thickness
[m]
0.013
0.150
0.018
0.022
0.203
0.005
0.040
0.100
0.080
0.225
0.013
0.050
0.250
0.023
0.014
0.350
0.005
0.022
0.170
0.030
0.013
0.240
0.009
0.070
0.013
0.016
0.013
0.070
0.009
0.200

density
[kg/m 3 ]
1200
100
300
530

conduction
[W/mK]
1.50
0.18
0.20
0.50

capacity
[kJ/kgK]
0.84
0.84
1.88
0.90

800
80
2400
40

0.25
0.18
7.56
0.14

1.00
1.44
0.80
0.80

1200
800
100
530
2700

1.50
0.54
0.18
0.50
7.58

0.84
1.20
0.84
0.90
0.75

U-value
[W/m 2 K]

0.272

0.324

0.175
800
300
7800
100
1200

0.25
0.20
160
0.18
1.50

1.00
1.88
0.51
0.84
0.84

1200
100
1200
0.1
1200
100
1200

1.50
0.18
1.50
0.10
1.50
0.18
1.50

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.10
0.84
0.84
0.84

0.786

0.274
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3.3.7 Window construction
The existing windows are double glazed types without any further insulation. There is no
available data about the thermal properties of the existing windows, thus it was chosen a
double glazed window type from the TRNYS library (U=2.83; g=0.755), which might be
similar to the original one. U-value is a measure unit for establishing heat loss of a
construction segment [W/m2*K]. G-value is the coefficient to measure the solar energy
transmittance of glass [%].
The glazed area on the south façades amounts to 28 % of the façade area, 3.9 % on the
east façade, 21 % on the north façade and there is no window on the west side, since a
garage connecting to the house by there.. The table below (Table 3) shows the glazed area
on the façades of the building, from this table can clearly be seen, that on the north and
south façade are almost the same amount of window, which is not a good idea for thermal
comfort and for energy efficiency.
Table 3: Window area for the house

South
East
North
∑

window area
[m 2 ]
36.90
1.33
27.74
65.97

window quotient
[%]
28
3.9
21
22
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total area
[m 2 ]
132.11
34.10
132.11
298.32

4 Simulation of reference building
4.1 Energy demand in existing building
After defining the base case model, there are still differences between the simulated model
and the real building, in numbers it means the specific heating demand is 105 kWh/m2 and
124 kWh/m2. Figure 9 below shows the sensible heating demand [MWh] month by month
throughout the year, for both the real building and the simulated model.

Figure 9: Sensible heating demands
As it was mentioned before, the energy data of the existing house is coming from
Tunabyggen local housing company. Originally the obtained data of the district heating
(mean values of 3 years from 2009 to 2011), besides the space heating involved domestic
hot water too. It was necessary to define, the magnitude of the hot water consumption in
each month, because in this simulation the amount of space heating needed. Therefore it
was a supposition that the amount of domestic hot water consumption is equal in each
month. It was known that the domestic hot water consumption of the entire area
(Northern & Eastern Jakobsgårdarna) is 54 836 m3 (45 % of the water consumption), and
there is 580 apartments. Five apartments have in Meteorgatan 7, so these after:
𝑄!!"# = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ ∆𝑡

Equ. 3.1

𝑄 = 473  000 ∗ 4.19 ∗ 328 − 283 = 89,184,150  [𝑘𝐽] = 24.77  [𝑀𝑊ℎ]
Where,
• Q: amount of heat [MWh]
• m: mass [kg] – here: 473 m3 −> 473 000 kg
!"

•

c: specific heat capacity [!"∗!]

•

∆𝑡: (Tout – Tin) differences of the outlet and inlet water temperature at the heaters,
in Kelvin [K].
The 55 °C (328 K) is the recommended temperature for the heaters, against
legionella bacteria, according to a Swedish Theme report (Tappvarmvatten, 2003).
10 °C (283 K) is the assumed cold water temperature before it is heated.

Thus the amount of domestic hot water consumption is 2.06 [MWh] in each month. The
sensitivity analysis is a method of how the uncertainty in the output of a model can be
apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model input. In the followings in
section 4.2, the most possible areas of the uncertainty will be studied individually.
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4.2 Sensitivity analysis of properties related to the heating
demand
4.2.1 Insulation thickness
Suppose that one of the source of uncertainty is the time that`s elapsed from the 70`s
when the building was built. This roughly 40 years caused damages on the building
envelope, for example the diminishing of the insulation at the side walls, from which the
heat transfer coefficient (U-value) of the outer walls might have been changed.
Figure 10 shows, that the thickness of the insulation, and the heating demand are inversely
proportional. So, if the insulation thickness is decreasing, the heating demand will be
increasing, in numbers it means, that the sensible heating demand changed from 105
kWh/m2 to 208 kWh/m2, when all the initial 15 cm insulation has been removed. Certainly
this huge reduction in the insulation is not possible now, but good to see how much is the
influence of 15 cm thermal insulation.

Figure 10: Sensible heating demand with different insulation thickness

4.2.2 Outside temperature
The different weather data file also can cause differences in the results, which was used for
the simulation study. The data file what was used as an input in TRNSYS is based on the
monthly values of the year`s 1996–2005, in contrast the heating demand figure from
Borlänge Energi which is based on the year`s 2009–2011. Table 4 contains the monthly
average dry bulb temperatures, in the year of 2009-2011, according to the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI, online), and the year of 1996-2005.
After the comparison of the Table 4 and the Figure 9, can be stated, that each are showing
the same result, in the period from January to April, and from October to December.
There is only significant difference from May to September. Based on this observation, the
weather file can be responsible for the difference in the results. But there is no other
available weather data file at the present for the author, so the difference between the
weather data files will be disregarded in the simulations.
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Table 4: Monthly average dry bulb temperatures (SMHI)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Data file
[ºC]
-3.5
-3.3
0.0
4.9
10.6
14.4
17.0
16.1
11.2
5.4
0.8
-2.8

Mean value
(20092011)
-7.1
-8.0
-1.4
7.3
11.0
15.2
18.0
16.1
11.6
4.5
1.1
-5.7

2009
[ºC]

2010
[ºC]

2011
[ºC]

-4.4
-7.1
-1.1
7.9
11.6
13.8
16.7
16.4
11.9
2.7
3.5
-5.9

-11.7
-8.7
-2.1
5.4
10.6
14.9
19.2
15.8
10.5
4.1
-3.5
-10.9

-5.2
-8.1
-1.1
8.6
10.9
16.9
18
16.2
12.5
6.7
3.2
-0.4

4.2.3 Heating set point
There is no available data from the owner (AB Stora Tunabyggen) about the heating set
points throughout the year, and the heaters have thermostatic actuator in each room which
people can regulate (tenant’s behavior). According to these it`s difficult to model the
current heating system.
In TRNSYS the initial base case model has been set up the use of constant set temperature
for heating (20 °C). It means that the temperature in the zones never drops below 20 °C.
This value was determined according to a rule of thumb that the comfortable room
temperature is between 19.5 °C and 24 °C. But the problem is, there is probably higher
temperature than 20 °C during the day, in the flats. Possible solution is to simulate again
the model, setting higher set temperatures, between 21 and 23 °C.
To this simulation a new component (Type 14e) was used as an input on the interface of
the Simulation Studio. In the zones the heating system is working according to this
component. This should be a defining schedule for the heating set points throughout the
year.
Figure 11 indicates the schedule for the heating set point temperatures (here for 21 °C),
and shows how the user interface in the Simulation Studio looks like. This schedule was
determined according to the received heating demand data. Therefore from the 1st of June
(3624th hour) until the 1st of August (5112th hour of the year) the set temperature is 20 °C
in the following three simulations, so it means that it does not need to heat the building
during that time of the year. The reason the structure is exposed to sunlight during
summer, thus it’s a comfortable temperature range that can be reached without using any
heat. The rest of the year the set temperature is constant 21 – 23 °C in the zones.
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Figure 11: Function editor for the heating set points (Type 14e component)
On the following Figure 12 and table 5 can be seen the results of the simulations.
The deviations between the set temperatures seem to be equal. If we look at the whole
year, choosing the system with 22 °C seems to be the most realistic option, among these
systems. That system represents the most the real situation.

Figure 12: Sensible heating demand with different set temperatures
Table 5: Heating demands of the different set temperatures
Specific heating demand
[kWh/ m 2 ]
114
123
136

Set temperature [°C]
(except 1th of June – 1th of August)
21
22
23
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4.2.4 Thermal mass
Thermal mass is the ability of a material to absorb heat energy. High thermal mass have
high density materials such as brick or concrete. These materials need more heat energy to
change the temperature, that`s why these have high thermal mass. Appropriate use of
thermal mass throughout a building can make a big difference to comfort and heat
demand, by reducing the temperature swings in the zones.
In the TRNSYS version 16 there is no proper method to model thermal mass;
in contrast with the new version; because the incoming sunlight is equally spread in the
room and the internal walls get equal amount of heat, so it`s difficult to model certain
kinds of specific thermal mass that takes advantage of the direct sunlight. Therefore in this
case there is an easier way to increase the thermal mass that would give similar results, by
changing the materials (to high density materials) of the internal walls.
Furthermore, additional thermal mass is only required when the south facing window area
is larger than 7% to 8% of the total heated floor space, and the amount depends on the
allowable room temperature swing (Chiras 2002 and CMHC 1998). The south facing
window area on the project building in about 7 % of the total heated floor space, and the
allowable room temperature swing is only a few degree C.
The easier way is to change the capacitance of the zones.
TRNSYS calculates the capacitance as 1.2 * Zone Volume (default value), which accounts
only for the capacitance of the air in the zone and does not account for the furnishing or
zone contents. Higher capacitance means that the building will respond slower to changes
in the temperature. Generally, TRNSYS users calculate the capacitance as 5 or 10 times the
Zone Volume in case of middle or full load. This statement is based on the conversations
on TRNSYS user forum (TRNSYS-users, online).
Table 6: The impact of changing the capacitance
Capacitance
Base case – 1.2 x Zone Volume
5 x Zone Volume
10 x Zone Volume

Specific heating demand
105.0 kWh/m2
104.8 kWh/m2
104.7 kWh/m2

The table 6 above contents the modeled capacitance for each building zones and the
corresponding specific heating demand data. From these data it can be stated, that there is
no significant energy demand reduction (less than 1%) if the capacitance of the zones is
changing.

4.2.5 Infiltration
Infiltration can have a great influence on heating demand. Previously 0.5 was defined for
the infiltration rate because in cold climate this is common value. But for an older building
it can have a greater infiltration rate, like 0.6 or even larger.
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Figure 13: Sensible heating demand with different infiltration
Table 7: The impact of changing the infiltration rate
Infiltration
Base case – 0.5
0.6

Specific heating demand
105 kWh/m2
116 kWh/m2

The Figure 13 and the Table 7 have shown that infiltration has a considerable influence in
the heating energy demand; it can be a possible uncertainty in the output of the simulation.

4.2.6 Windows type
In general window types have one of the greatest influences in heat loss and at the same
time in high heating demand.
Unfortunately, as it was mentioned earlier, there is no available information about the
technical parameters of the current windows type, but it`s known that the building has
double pane windows. TRNSYS library contains a few type of double pane windows with
different framing.
Table 8 shows two types of double glazed window, and it`s parameters. Double 1 has been
chosen previously. Double 2 glass has slightly worse heat loss coefficient (U), and almost
the same coefficient of the solar energy transmittance (g). Therefore can be stated that the
variation of the double glazed windows parameters is small. Probably the real window has
the same parameters too.
The simulation result shows, that if the form of the windows is given, just a small
deviation can be reach (around 1 %) with changing the frame of the windows.
Table 8: The impact of changing the window`s frame
Glazing type
Double 2 (U=2.93; g=0.777)
Double 1 base (U=2.83; g=0.755)

Specific heating demand
107 kWh/m2
105 kWh/m2
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4.3 Summarizing
Many results of the different areas have shown just a small deviation from the heating
demand value of the initial base case model, such as changing the windows type or the
thermal mass. Others have shown bigger difference, like changing the insulation thickness,
the infiltration rate or the heating set point.
According to the previously made simulations, the most probable uncertainties are the set
temperature, the amount of DHW consumption in proportion of the hot water demand
and the weather data.
To determine the final base case model, two factors were changed in the model compared
to the initial base case:
• For set temperature 22 °C was chosen instead of 20 °C, supposed that the heating
system is working at the most comfortable room temperature in general, during the
heating time.
In general to determine the people behavior in the zones, much more complex
observations and calculations were needed. It`s a fact that people like to set the
thermostat to full capacity and if thereby it is too hot in the rooms, they just open
the windows. This action cause high heat loss especially during the winter time.
•

The thermal mass was also changed to the fivefold of the zone volume, compared
to the default value which is 1.2 fold of it. It was applied, since the default value
refers to an empty room, in contrast the new value refers to a furnished room.

The other factors cannot be relevant in this analysis due to the inappropriate values, except
the amount of DHW and the uncertain weather data. The problem with the weather data
is, that the real model`s weather data is about a colder period, than the base case model`s
weather data.
Figure 14 below shows that there is still a difference between the real and simulated case,
especially in the end of the summer. Numerically it seems to be more similar which means,
the base case has 123.5 kWh/m2 heating energy demands and the real data is 123.8
kWh/m2. This result now might reflect the real case on annual basis, but still there are
significant differences on individual months. More detailed analysis, would be required to
identify the deviations. But since the simulated values and the real values are representing
individual years, so in general this result can be satisfactory. So this is an acceptable result
for a base case model, the properties of it reflect the real building`s properties.
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Figure 14: Sensible heating demand final
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5 Solar options studies
To reach the goals, which were established in chapter 1, the best technical equipment of
the passive solar options needs to be chosen. In this chapter these options will be
simulated to determine the potentials in the field of energy savings and the thermal
comfort. First the thermal insulation of the house will be enhanced, without replacing the
windows, because later on the size and placement may change in order to use the heating
effect of the sun better (solar gain).
Thereafter the following topics will be studied in a row:
• Windows + Shading (Ch. 5.2 – 5.3)
• Control strategy (Ch. 5.4)
Afterwards can be stated the best configuration of the passive solar options.

5.1 Upgrade of the thermal insulation
5.1.1 Regulations
The existing building as mentioned before, was built in the 1970`s. At that time the
regulations for the buildings were different, which means that the house does not
correspond to the latest building regulations. According to the Swedish Energy
Administration and Statistics Sweden (Boverket, online), the most recent edition of the
building regulations published by the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning
dates from 2011 and it sets out the requirements for energy performance of buildings,
based on directives decided by the EU and to be used in Sweden. The requirements are
described in terms of specific heating energy use (kWh/m2Atemp), and due to the huge size
of the country it was split into 3 climate zones. Borlänge is included in the II. Climate zone
(middle Sweden). In this climate zone the requirements for the new residential buildings if
the heating system other than electric heating is 110 kWh/m2, and for the average thermal
!
transmittance, U = 0.4!! ∗!.
A new regulation will come into effect on the1st of January 2019, which is a directive by
the European Union (2010/31/EU) this contains that all new-build public buildings must
meet the requirements for `near zero-energy buildings` and the same will apply to all
buildings from the 1st of January 2021.
There is another type of regulation, which is related to the previous one, for the U-value
(overall heat transfer coefficient [W/m²·K]) of buildings. The EURIMA (European
Insulation Manufacturers Association) provides the existing requirements or
recommendation of U-values in 100 cities within 31 countries in Europe (EURIMA,
online). According to EURIMA the requirements in Sweden until 2021:
• U-value for Wall: 0.18 W/m2K
• U-value for Roof: 0.13 W/m2K
• U-value for Floor: 0.15 W/m2K
The previously mentioned regulations concern only the newly built buildings. There is no
regulation for existing houses. There is a regulation for the entire building stock that shall
decrease the primary energy demand in average by 20 % until 2020, and by 50 % until
2050. To reach this goal, houses that will be renovated before the regulation come into
force, has to decrease their energy consumption by more than 50%, since not all the
houses will be refurbished.
Since there is no regulation for individual buildings, therefore I state that I will use this
regulation as a benchmark in the study. It means, the sample building has to reach the
thresholds, after the refurbishment. My assumption is that until 2050 the house will be
renovated again, or will be demolished, because more than 30 years later there will be new
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technological innovations in the field of energy efficiency and that will be definitely
cheaper compared to present year.

5.1.2 Implementation
The goal with the thermal envelope upgrade is to meet the newly built houses
requirements which are remaining in force until 2020. Now the energy consumption of the
sample house is only 10 % greater than 110kWh/m2.
The implementation was simulated to use Simulation Studio software. To the outer wall
and to the roof 12 cm Knauf XPS Extra ECO Expanded Polystyrene (EPS), (Knauf
insulation, online) thermal insulation were added. The reason for using this kind of
insulation is, the manufacturer is well-known worldwide. Another reason is that the plus
12 cm (unit size) insulation to the existing building structure was enough to meet the
current energy demand standards. Adding some extra simulation to the ground (U=
!
0.324!! ∗!) of the building is impossible, because it cannot be accessed without building
demolition, so this would not be upgraded to meet the criteria. The Table 9 below is
showing the U-values for the building parts.
Table 9: U-values of the building parts

Wall
Roof

Standard (2021)
[W/m2K]
0.180
0.130

Present
[W/m2K]
0.220
0.350

Upgraded
[W/m2K]
0.115
0.089

Figure 15: Upgraded building heating demand
The Figure 15 above has shown the results of the comparison of the insulated and the
existing buildings sensible heating demand. The overall building energy demand decreased
more than 10 %, expressed in numbers it means from 123 kWh/m2 to 109 kWh/m2.
Upgrading the thermal insulation would be enough for the building to meet the newly built
houses requirements of the Swedish Boverket Building Regulations (110 kwh/m2), without
any further improvement.

5.2 Alter the windows type
Windows have a great impact to energy efficiency of the building envelope, and also
provide natural daylight, ventilation, they allow view between indoor and outdoor places,
and also transmit solar energy.
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In this section it will be determined, that with changing the windows type, placement and
the size, it will cause higher energy savings throughout the year.
Before the simulation windows were replaced to a triple-glazed (winID 7383 in TRNSYS)
window filled with argon gas, with U value of 0.86 W/m2K., and a frame made from
sustainable-sourced hardwood. Due to good thermal properties, this type of window was
chosen.
According to a literature, the amount of glass on the south wall should not exceed the 7%
of the house total floor area in m2, to avoid overheating. The 7 % applies to conventional
home construction, increasing glass area above 7 % will require additional thermal mass,
i.e. concrete/tile floors, concrete or adobe walls. On the other hand the optimum ratio
(from the solar energy usage point of view) of the south facing wall to the room is about
0.3 and 0.4 (outer wall to room floor area) if shading devices applied at the window
(Epsea.org, online). The windows need to be positioned in the center of a wall, because of
the daylight in this case the most effective in case of heated up the room.
In the Northern Hemisphere, north facing windows get the least amount of direct
sunlight, i.e. they will provide only diffused lightning for the longest period of time.
Area of the west glass should be less than 2 % of the house total floor area, to avoid net
heat loss, in contrast the east glass should be the second largest glass area, to capture
morning sun.
The existing building has 31.3 m2 to the 432 m2, south facing windows – wall ratio, what`s
equal with exactly 7 %. In TRNBuild the windows can`t be positioned within a zone, they
are positioned automatically in the middle of the zone`s outer wall.
Interesting to see, that simulating the original windows allocation with the new 3-glazing
windows, results a radical reduction in the yearly heating energy demand, from 110
kWh/m2 to 75 kWh/m2.
The following charts (Fig. 16) represent the influence of the changed south facing
windows area on the heating demand, however the simulation has been done at the
northern and eastern façade as well. The simulations have been done with triple–glazed
windows. This figure shows that the heat loss increased more than the heat gain, when the
area of the south facing windows got bigger, despite the fact, that the thermal properties of
the windows were quite high. One main reason for this happening is: that the `south`
facing windows are orienting 49° to south, so they are more like western orientating
windows, which are colder than the southern siders. That is a disadvantage, in terms of
energy gain.
In addition there is another negative influence with increasing the south facing windows,
namely that the internal temperature is increased radically, it was even up to 36 °C during
hot, sunny days. This can occur due to the fact, that window’s shading elements were not
re-sized together with the window’s area, which has been changed. So it is necessary to
design a properly orientating shading device, and with making it, the phenomenon of
overheating can be avoided. Decreased windows area (U-value will remain the same) led to
just a small reduction (<3%) in the yearly heating demand, compared to the initial case.
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Figure 16: Heating demand after changing the south facing windows area
The outcome of the east facing windows’ sizing was the same results. Based on the
information it doesn’t worth changing the windows’ size, because the amount of gain is
less than 3 % in the sensible heating demand. Changing the north facing windows have the
same influence like the first case, when the south facing windows were re-sized, but in this
case the amount of heat loss increased more with increasing the area of the windows’ glass.
Summarizing the results of the procedures, it can be said, it is not worth modifying the
windows glass area, because it has larger negative effect to the heating demand, as well as
to the inside thermal comfort. In the following chapters hopefully with properly designed
window shading elements, the amount of heating demand can be further decreased.

5.3

Shading opportunities

In this section 3 types of window shadings will be studied, which can be suitable to apply
on the Northern Hemisphere during cold climates. The properly designed shading devices
are really important passive solar elements, which could highly contribute to a better
energy performance of the building. Shading will not reduce the heating demand (at least
not significantly) but may reduce the cooling demand due to lower solar gain during hot
periods. It makes the building more comfortable regarding to the indoor thermal comfort.
These 3 types of shading are the most frequently used elements. The shadings were
simulated together with the improved thermal insulation of the building.

5.3.1 Overhang design
Overhang is a horizontal type of shading, and its function is to block the summer
sunshine, from 21th of March until 21th of September, and protect the house from
overheating.
The overhangs are placed over the south-facing windows and the sizes of them were
needed to be calculated. Automatic shadings are definitely the most effective, but they
have a much higher investment cost, so in this section fixed devices have been tested.
Fixed shadings are preferred, because of their simplicity, robustness, low maintenance and
generally lower construction cost. The problem with this type of shading is that it does not
cut off the radiation at a lower solar elevation incident angles.
Before the calculations, a sun patch diagram was determined at the date of the Equinox,
which is a critical time in case of shading. Figure 17 shows the sun path chart, plotted in
Polar coordinates.
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These coordinates are based on a circle where the solar elevation is read on the various
concentric circles, from 0° to 90° degrees, the azimuth is the angle going around the circle
from 0° to 360° degrees, the horizon is represented by the outermost circle, at the
periphery. The azimuth angle indicates the direction of the sun in the horizontal plain from
a given location. North is defined to have an azimuth of 0° and south has an azimuth of
180°.
The various trajectories of the sun in the sky are bounded by those of the 21st day
(solstice) of each month from December 21 until June 21 (SunEarth Tools.com, online).
The picture shows the sun patch March 21, with the sun position at am 12.00 on project
sites. Sun patch gives important information about overhang shading. To provide the most
effective protection, each external shading device should be designed to take account of
the sun paths at the site at different time of the year.

Figure 17: Sun patch March 21, with sun position on project sites.
The starting dimensions of the overhang, like the depth of the overhang will be calculated
according to the literature (Windows & Daylighting, online).
First of all the solar altitude needs to be calculated using the following equations, it will
also require the solar azimuth, which is coming from the previous mentioned online tools,
from SunEarth Tools, and it`s equal with 182.45° at a date of the equinox at 12:00 am.
h=
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Equ. 4.3.1	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  

From this equation at the second floor`s windows:
1.205 ∗ cos   (182.45 − 229)
   = 1.4087   ≅ 1.40  [𝑚]
tan   (90 − 60.48)
Where,
• Solar altitude = 90° - Local Latitude (60.48)
• h = acceptable height of shadow, if the target is the total shade, during the summer
period, in this case `h` is the height of the window from sill to head.
• `D` is the depth of the overhang.
• Windows azimuth is the angular direction of the windows from a reference
direction (North)
𝐷 =   
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In this case the building face to 49° to northeast, so 49 + 180 (`southern` façade)
= 229 ° from North.
Similarly at the first floor:
𝐷 =   

1.405 ∗ cos   (182.45 − 229)
   = 1.7064   ≅ 1.70  [𝑚]
tan   (90 − 60.48)

So therefore the initial depth of the overhangs should be at least 1.4 [m] for the upper
floor as well as 1.7 [m] for the first floor. The width of the overhangs is the same like the
windows, and the horizontal offset and the overhang`s height above windows was
determined according to an overhang design tool by the company of Sustainable By
Design (online) from Seattle, US. The following two charts (Fig. 18 and 19) visualize, how
a horizontal overhang shades a window at the southern façade throughout the year.

Figure 18: Annual analysis of the overhangs efficiency at the 1. Floor. The efficiency is defined as the
percentage of direct radiation that is prevented to reach the windows when overhang is used compared to a
building without overhang.

Figure 19: Annual analysis of the overhangs efficiency at the 2. Floor. The efficiency is defined as the
percentage of direct radiation that is prevented to reach the windows when overhang is used compared to a
building without it.
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In TRNsys simulation software a previously already used component (Type 34 – Overhang
and Wingwall Shading) will be used for simulating the created overhangs. Two kinds of
Type 34 components are used in the simulation, one for the first floor windows overhang
and one for the second floor`s, because the width of the windows are different for the two
floors.
From the results it seems, although the overall yearly heating demand increased in the
zones, the inside room temperature became much more comfortable, i.e. the mean
temperature in the zones between is 20 – 25 °C now. Figure 20, below, shows how
beneficial the adjusted shading elements of the south facing windows are during the
summer time. The figure displays just the middle zone at the second floor as an example.
The growth in the sensible heating demand is less than 5 %, from 75.08 [kWh/m2] to 78.33
[kWh/m2]. Nevertheless it is worth applying overhangs, because they have a great
influence for the indoor climate. Now with these properties the building doesn`t need
cooling load, since the temperature is below the boundary 26 °C, from which temperature
it is recommended to use some kind of cooling device.

Figure 20: Effect of the overhang to the inside temperature

5.3.2 Other types of outdoor shading elements
In this section two types of shading elements will be studied, both are at the front of the
windows, in contrast to overhangs, which are located over the windows.
Advantages of the external shadings are that they effectively reflect and absorb the solar
radiation, (a few percent, depending from the material) by closed position to avoid
overheating; meanwhile in open position (tilted) they let the radiation pass through the
window. In addition it has a relative low life cycle cost, although it degrades faster (more
exposed to ultraviolet radiation), than mid-pane and internal sun shading devices.
The louver shading and the vertical fin shading (Fig. 21. (Windows & Daylighting, online))
systems are stationary for the entire year, but according to the relevant literature, these
types of shadings needed by the windows at the southern façade from spring equinox until
the autumn equinox term and also needed at the eastern and western façade essential
(Windows & Daylighting, online). External shadings are effective only along with other
passive design features such as location or windows size and placement.
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Figure 21: Illustrations showing the horizontal louver shading and the vertical fin shading
The optimum shadings depend upon mainly the location and the weather conditions.
External and internal shadings are also reducing the glare potential of windows and
providing privacy.
The effect of fixed vertical shading elements have been looked at with the previously
mentioned online tools, with `Sustainable By Design`.

Figure 22: Annual analysis of the louver shading efficiency at east-oriented window. The efficiency is
defined as the percentage of direct radiation that is prevented to reach the windows when louver shading is
used compared to a building without louver shading.
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Figure 23: Annual analysis of the vertical fin shading efficiency at east-oriented window. The efficiency is
defined as the percentage of direct radiation that is prevented to reach the windows when vertical fin shading
is used compared to a building without vertical fin shading.
Figure 22 above visualizes how a horizontally parallel louver shades the east-oriented
window throughout the year. This kind of shadings, such as louvered blinds, can be
adjusted either horizontally or vertically.
In the figure the slat of the shadings tilted up 40°. In normal case this kind of shadings are
non-automatic, so for gain it needs to re-adjust the inclination angle of the slats in a
specific intervals, because the `sun energy gain needs` are different during summer, like at
wintertime.
The figure 23, shows the shading provided by vertical fins on the east-oriented window.
It can be stated after looking at these shading illustrations, that louver shading system is
better, because it shades the windows against the sunshine, when it’s most needed, around
midday from March till September. During the cold winter days, better to let the sunshine
into the rooms, to provide some solar heating even at peak hours, because the overheating
of the rooms will not happen. On the other hand, east oriented windows should let the
sun shine at morning in, because of the morning sun cannot occur overheating. Fin
vertical shading block the sun at the morning, except 7 to 9 am. In contrast the louver
shading lets in most of the sunshine at the morning.
However TRNsys v.16 simulation program cannot handle vertical shading elements, and
neither the horizontal louver shadings very well, but this type of shading devices wouldn`t
have lot of advantages at Borlänge climate anyways. There is a study (Palmero-Marrero and
Oliveira, 2010) where the effect of louver shading devices on building energy requirements
have been tested by a few city, mainly located in warmer countries at the Northern
Hemisphere. As a conclusion the authors mentioned that in cities where solar radiation
and ambient temperature are low, the use of louver shadings all year round may lead to a
lower total annual energy demand than without shading.
In this study might be concluded the same i.e. the shadings reduce energy costs by
providing natural ventilation; if the reduction of the cooling load is bigger than the growth
of the heating demand. The growth of the heating demand has been confirmed earlier. The
cooling load is not measured in this study, because the original house is not equipped with
cooling system.
Some heating demand reduction could be reached with automatically operated shading
devices, since it can be adjusted always to the proper position, according to the current
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weather (forecast). Chapter 5.4.2 will describe the evaluation of the automatically operated
shading device.

5.3.3 Internal shading
By using internal shading, most of the solar radiation is allowed to come through the
windows. Once that`s done, a part of the radiation is reflected back from the internal
shadings, meanwhile the heat is radiated and converted inside the room.
Internal shadings are less effective in reducing solar heat gain in general, than external
shadings, because external shadings are filtering most of the solar radiation, before it is
passing through the window.
Three types of shadings can be used for this purpose:
• Curtains
Drawn or curtain reduce the incoming heat gain, but also reduce the daylight in
the room. The rate of the incoming heat gain depends on the absorbtance of the
curtains. In the Northern European countries, curtains are not so popular shading
devices because of their negative properties, i.e. in that countries the sun is up for a
shorter period of time than elsewhere, a major part of the year. That`s why there,
usually buildings have bigger windows, mostly without curtains.
•

Venetian blinds & other types of window blinds
Can be used to adjust the amount of incoming sunlight to the needs while
progressively block the view from inside the building. It can also reduce the heat
gain a bit. These can be made from a range of sun filter fabrics to suit the desired
level of light, shading and view (Level website, online).

The effect of internal shadings to the project building has been modeled in TRNsys in
Type 56 Building model component. Using the software, the user determinates the internal
shading factor to each window in the building. Shading factor is the window assembly's
ability to block sunlight from entering the building. According to the calculation below, if
the type of the internal shadings is selected, then it is easy to define the shading factor. The
results will not precise, because the type of the internal shadings cannot be defined, in
TRNsys.
Four type of shading devices were analyzed with four different amount of Solar gain
factor. The factors were used according to a Solar Gain factor analysis table from Levolux
website (online). To calculate Shading Coefficient (SC) of each system, we only have to
divide Solar gain factor by 0.87, which is the total solar heat transmittance of a clear float
glass (about 4mm thick).
For example: by using a fully drawn, dark open weave roller blind.
	
  Shading Coefficient =
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Equ. 4.3.3	
  

Table 10: Solar Gain Factor of different type of shading devices and their effect to the annual heating
demand
Orientation

Change
[%]

Device Name

Solar Gain Factor

Medium venetian blind between panes, slats
closed

0.19

Reflection curtain thick, tensioned

0.34

S

Light venetian blind, slats at 45°

0.41

S

+0.43

Dark open weave roller blind, fully drawn
Medium venetian blind between panes, slats
closed
Light venetian blind, slats at 45°

0.56

S

+0.63

0.19

N

+0.26

0.41

E

+0.11

S

+0.21
+0.37

The Table 10 above represents the various shading devices, and their solar gain fraction,
when they are applied to the improved reference building. The effect of changing the type
of shading device (i.e. the solar gain fraction) to the annual heating demand, appears in the
4th column in the table, which was carried out at the same time only one specific side of the
building. It`s shown in percentage relative to the sensitive heating demand which belongs
to the building simulation with the new overhangs (in Chapter 5.3.1, 78.33 kWh/m2).
It can be concluded, that internal shadings have a disadvantaged effect in general to the
sensitive heating demand, i.e. shadings blocked the solar irradiation, which couldn’t enter
this way into the rooms. Consequently the overall heating demand of the building was
slightly increased. Nevertheless this simulation result does not cover completely the truth,
since people frequently re-adjust the internal shadings if it`s needed, therefore shadings are
not in one position during the day. There is another important feature of the shadings, that
they provide privacy to the inhabitants, anytime if necessary. However in the Nordic
countries, like in Sweden, internal shadings are not so widely used, probably due to the
different cultural and weather reasons.
Due to the above mentioned reasons, some kind of internal shading are necessary, due to
the personal freedom in the field of individual shadings (they block the view if it`s needed).

5.4 Control strategy
In the last section of the simulation study some related control strategies will be tested,
that can contribute more to the heating load reduction, than the mechanical working
shading features along with the standard heating system, which were tested previously.
The simulation based on the literature study, which provided the foundation to the
optimized shading and thermostat control for the project building. It has an ability to save
heating energy, along to provide thermal comfort for the inhabitants.

5.4.1 Thermostat control
The project house still has the same heating system with 2 different constant set
temperatures throughout the year. One main problem with this type of system is, that it
always has to be working to maintain the set temperature. It does not allow temperature
drifting. Thus a new control regulation needs to be defined with new schedules. By
quantifying the expected energy savings, we predict that 1 °C reduction in the heating set
temperature will provide around 5% reduction in the heating energy bill (at least in
Sweden) (Swedish Energy Agency, online), but the final amount of savings highly depends
on how far the setback temperature is and from the duration.
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As it was mentioned in the previous chapters, according to ASHRAE the recommended
comfort temperature range during summer is 23 – 26 °C and 20 – 23 °C is during
wintertime.
The best control strategy takes into account the inhabitants schedules. Most people want
to feel comfortable in their own home, so temperature swings are not recommended
during daytime, if occupants are at home. In addition, it makes sense to decrease the room
temperature during the night, when occupants are asleep.
The relevant heating strategy:
• Setback temperature:
Compared to the fix set temperature heating, it is allowed for temperature to swing
between a lower (heating minimum set point) and a higher set temperature, within
the building. At the maximum temperature, around 26 °C the cooling device
activates, which is missing by this project house due to the latitude. Opening the
windows and activating the shading devices will be enough to avoid the
overheating inside the building.
Night setback is a variant of setback temperature. It`s allowed for the temperature
to drift when people are asleep without the household noticing.
At the beginning of the simulation, the simulation had to create a schedule for the
thermostat, based on the occupants’ habit. Table 12 shows the created schedule, using a
day, - and night time setback.
Table 11: Heating Schedule based on occupants habits
Day type
Weekdays

Weekends

Period [h]
00:00 – 07:00
07:00 – 09:00
09:00 – 13:00
13:00 – 23:00
23:00 – 24:00
00:00 – 08:00
08:00 – 23:00
23:00 – 24:00

Temperature [°C]
19.5
23
19.5
23
19.5
19.5
23
19.5

The user defined, time dependent set values are wante, based more or less on the real
usage, not an idealized profile, that’s why the heating periods are quite long and closely
related to the occupancy profile. The final heating schedule is not included in any
seasonally setback during the summertime, because it was estimated that people don`t
leave the building for a long time during that time of the year i.e. the thermostat schedule
remained the same. The benefits of the system are the decreased energy demand, along
with more comfortable and personalized room temperature.

5.4.2 Shading control
In chapter 5.3 different shading options were studied, it was determined that fix shadings
could be decreased the cooling load, if there would be any cooling system in the house.
The temperature maximums are decreased in the zones by using the shadings, so the
thermal comfort is increased. The heating demand slightly increased, because the shadings
blocked the solar irradiation, and therefore the building was not able to warm up
sufficiently.
Adding a control strategy to the shading devices can provide heating load reduction,
because it works only if the set bound conditions and weather conditions are met.
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Automatic shadings have many advantages (such as comfort and efficiency) compared to
fix shadings. Furthermore they have just a few disadvantages, such as higher initial and
maintenance costs. However it has a much higher impact to the indoor thermal comfort.
In TRNsys the automatic shadings has the same parameters than manual shadings, but in
this case it was necessary to define a control strategy, based on the ambient temperature,
and the shading fraction value. Overhangs are activated at the southern façade of the
building, if the following conditions are fulfilled (Haller and Heimrath 2007):
• room temperature is above 24 °C,
• 24 hours average ambient temperature must be above 12 °C
• and the total irradiation on horizontal is more than 300 W/m2
This means that shading is activated to avoid overheating in the zones, the indoor
temperature should be remaining in the comfort range 19.5-26 °C.

5.4.3 Results
This chapter describes the results of the control strategy simulations. The result is
confirmed the expectations about the more personalized thermostat control and the
automatically adjusted shadings that will reduce the energy use, and increase the thermal
comfort.

Figure 24: Simulation results without control strategy (TRNsys output). The upper lines are the zones
temperature [°C], and the lower lines are the sensible heating demand of the zones [kJ/hr], in the entire
year.
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Figure 25: Simulation results of the building with control strategies
These figures (24 & 25) point out to the main differences between the simulations with
manually operated overhangs connected to the default heating system and the control
strategies with personalized heating system, together with automatic shading devices.
The first figure shows the temperature graph, during the summer, there is a sharp
boundary in the operation between the summer and the remaining part (due the set
temperature schedule). In contrast, the temperature graph at the second chart is smoother
all year round thanks to the new control schema.
One problem occurred, although the maximum indoor temperature decreased with the
second case from 28.1 °C to 26.9 °C, it`s still caused dissatisfaction, because at the
beginning of the thesis it was a fixed requirement against the building, that needed to
improve the indoor thermal comfort and keep the operative temperature in the range,
proposed in ISO 7730 (between 20-26 °C). Looking at the pictures it seems that the
temperature at the `2right` temperature zone is exceptionally high, it`s likely the problem is
there. The evident solution was to use the same shading at the eastern façade of the
building; that was used at the southern façade of the building; by the `2right` zone`s
windows. This zone gets the most solar gain especially during the summer time, so using
shadings can protect the zone from overheating.
Figure 26 shows the temperature in the zones, and the outdoor mean temperature, and the
sensible energy demands [kJ/hr]; the numbers contains the effect of the automatically
operated eastern shading device.
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Figure 26: Corrected simulation with applied eastern shading device. The upper lines are the zones
temperature [°C] that are drifting between the set temperatures in the entire year. The lower lines are the
sensible heating demand of the zones [kJ/hr]. The sinusoidal scattered line in the middle is the outside
temperature [°C].
The assumption was confirmed with these results, i.e. the temperature range inside the
building is now within the comfort limits even on the warmest sunny day (25.6 °C),
without using any mechanical ventilation system. The good thing is, that at this point all
the requirements which were formulated were met, i.e.:
• Ensure and maintain a thermal comfort within the zones, without mechanical
ventilation.
• Find a cheap alternative to decrease the energy load of the building.
• Introduce the relevant passive solar options.
• Reduced energy use.
Table 13 shows the comparison of the results. Base case means the reference building.
Simulation case I, represents the building with improved thermal insulation.
Simulation case II, (Case I with 3-glazed windows, and with overhang shadings).
Simulation case III, (Case I with 3-glazed windows, new thermostat control, and automatic
shadings).
Table 12: Comparing the results
Variants

Max temperature
[°C]

Sensible heating demand
[kWh/m2]

Base case

30.8

123

0

Simulation case I.
Simulation case II.
Simulation case III.

31.4

109

-11

28.1

78

-37

25.6

71

-42

Change
[%]

As the table shows, 42 % heating energy use reduction was achieved compared to the base
case model. It also remained because shading options have been used for reducing
overheating, although this probably have induced some higher demand due to the reduced
solar gain. Now the building heating energy use is 36% lower than the current Swedish
Building Regulation (110 kWh/m2Atemp) requirements for new buildings, in the second
climate zone, for dwellings with a heating method other than electric heating. The
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simulated building can be classified as a ``low energy use`` building, because it has a 25 %
lower level of energy use than the requirement.
The 52 kWh/m2 reduction is equivalent with 22464 kWh total energy savings per year.
According to the European Environment Agency (online) the CO2 generated electricity
per kWh in Sweden is equal with 43.6 g (based on the year 2011), therefore the 22464 kWh
yearly energy saving is equal with the total amount of 980 kg carbon dioxide (CO2) savings.
Figure 27 below represents the annual heating demand in diagram format.

Figure 27: Final heating demands of the different cases
Figure 27 show some heating demand in summer, even though that it wouldn't be
necessary. Therefore might be necessary to repeat the simulation with switched off heating
system in summer.
The next Figure 28 shows, the indoor temperature in the zones during the period of 15th of
June till 15th of August, without operational heating system.

Figure 28: The indoor temperatures [°C] of the zones in summer, with switched off heating system. The
bigger sinusoidal line is the ambient temperature [°C]. The straight line below is the sensible heating
demand, which is zero, because there is no heating.
The figure represents the warmest period of the year. The hottest hourly temperature
outside is 29 °C, inside the building is 25 °C, likewise the coolest ambient temperature is
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4°C and the coldest room temperature is 17 °C. Consequentially in this period with no
heating, further 2.2 kWh/m2 heating energy could be saved, with some compromise, such
as lower temperature inside the rooms, which is out of the comfort range.
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6 Discussion and conclusions
In this research the task was to test and implement the most relevant passive solar options,
on an existing building in a cold climate, in the heart of Sweden, in Dalarna County. The
project was also offered by the housing company in Borlänge. The target was to save as
much heating energy use, which is permitted by the reasonable measures, i.e. those
applications were used, which do not require large modifications in the building structure,
and have an affordable price.
It was also a goal to provide an improved, healthy, and comfortable indoor climate, by
using passive solar design and control strategies, while avoiding the use of active cooling
system. The thesis work proved the statements by Palmero-Marrero and Oliveira (2010)
and by Kim, Lim et al. (2012), i.e. that external shadings increased significant the indoor
thermal comfort.
There is no detailed analysis about the financial viability of the project. It depends upon
the labor and material costs, e.g. which company will supply the materials. The life cycle
cost should be low, because except the high initial cost, for many years the building does
not require any investment. The payback period, even without any capital subsidies, should
be less than in Alingsås. Brogården was refurbished into a passive standard house, which is
equipped with mechanical ventilation system. Verbeeck and Hens (2005) are concluded
that insulation and glazing upgrade the most cost effective, which were taken into account
during the simulation study.
In my opinion in such a case financial issue is very important. The answer is simple, the
building must have been built in the 1970`s and at that time the energy efficiency was
much less important in all aspects of life, than today. Currently the building has bad
thermal properties and in general the entire building is outdated. So there is an amount of
investment cost, which it is worth considering, rather than destroying the current building
and building a new one up from the ground, if the building does not represent any cultural
or architectural values that are worth preserving. In such a case it is obviously needed to
preserve the building in the original condition for the future generations. Usually it is easier
to build up an energy efficient building from the ground up.
However, during the simulation most of the passive solar options were considered, several
configurations were compared with their parameters, in order to find the optimal case.
One of the goals was to create a comprehensive overview about the possible passive solar
design elements.
The results concluded that significant heating energy savings can be achieved by using
thermostat strategy. Moon and Han (2011) got the same result, when they examined the
impact of thermostat strategies.
The annual heating energy consumption reduced by 42 %, which numerically shows the
average potential of using Passive solar design.
Until 2050 the primary energy use in the building stock should be halved compared to the
energy use in 1995 (Passive houses in Sweden, 2008). It is requires to reduce the DHW
and the electricity use, along the heating energy use, in order to the average reduction
exceed the 50 %. In fact it is needed to achieve the 80 % energy reduction, as it was
mentioned by Weiss (2012). The heating energy use reduction in the project is based on
the years 2009-2011, and the regulation is based on the year 2005, therefore the reduction
may be larger than 42 %.
As it was mentioned before, it might happens that the building will be demolished, because
it will be around 80 years old in the year 2050. But probably will be refurbished again until
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2050, after 30 years of this refurbishment. DHW can be decreased; for example by
applying individual flow meters in each flat can decrease the water consumption, because
this way people will know, if they consume more DHW, it will cost more. Furthermore
many kinds of water saver gadgets exist, and also the newer household appliances need less
water.
To get a higher energy label several requirements in the field of electricity consumption
need to be considered. Building services installations, which require electrical energy, such
as fixed lighting fittings, electrical heaters and other electrical equipment shall be designed
to keep the energy efficiency in mind. Energy efficient household appliances (Energy class
A or better) and for example LED (light-emitting diode) light sources, could contribute to
the reduction of the buildings overall energy load, but these are not included in the
building energy regulation definitions. However these are counted by certificated energy
rating systems, such as LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) or
BREEAM. These are used to specify the sustainability performance of the buildings.
The annual heating demand reduction of 42 % (22,464 kWh) is equivalent with 21,060
Swedish Krona (Borlänge Energi, online) (based on the year of 2013) savings, and it`s
equal with 2515 € (April 2013).
Summarizing the research, it can be stated that the goals which were defined at the
beginning were fulfilled, and the project may contribute to the better understanding how
passive solar design works at humid continental climate; where the yearly average
temperature is below 5 °C. The thesis work is confirmed the previous studies. The
advantages and disadvantages of the design were clearly displayed, but indeed the system
still has inherent potentials which were not defined within the framework of the project,
due to the limitations of the TRNSYS.

6.1 Future work
It would be interesting to do the simulation procedure again, just with using the newer
version of TRNsys (v.17). This version has the ability to add the concept house (SketchUp
file) to the program, and there is a plug-in function into the Simulation Studio. Here more
detailed features of the building model can be defined, from the orientation till the
shadings variation. The simulation results might be different in this way, compared to
using software v.16.
There was no time to look at that simulation type, when bigger windows are installed with
proper control strategy. It is possible that in this particular case the positive properties of
the fenestrations can prevail more, like in the simulated case, where bigger windows had
higher heat loss than increased heat gain. This may be solved with a proper shading design.
Another limitation was that, there was no possibility to learn about the building inside, and
to get to know the tenants’ behaviors, which are living there. The ability to identify these
factors could have provided more precise boundary conditions of the thesis work.
Greenhouse is also a possible option for future. I tried to simulate it, but the TRNSYS
model didn`t work correctly. It cannot handle the dominating effect of greenhouses i.e. the
influence on how greenhouses preheat the ventilation air.
It would be interesting to complement the project by simulating various predictive control
strategies and see, how they can influence the energy flow of the building. Literatures state
that predictive control strategies can contribute the energy savings + 10 % (Kummert,
André et al. 2001), compared to conventional control strategies. This 10 % is not enough
to pay off the investment cost, it`s around 10 kWh/m2 energy savings per year compared
to the basic control strategies, but this type has a much higher initial cost. Detailed
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economical evaluations of the proposed techniques must be studied more thoroughly,
before the decisions are taken to do investments.
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